
Plants 

In Space

(Or, how do 
plants know 

which way is up?)





NASA is interested in how 
plants might grow in space

– How does gravity change how a plant grows?

– How does a plant react to zero gravity?

– How does a plant know to respond to gravity?

• Why is NASA interested? 

– food for long space flights

– keep the air safe for astronauts

http://a0.twimg.com/profile_images/188302352/nasalogo_twitter.jpg


Plants can’t get up and run away to Mars…

… but they 
can move in 
all sorts of 
other ways…



Growing towards light



Photo = Light

tropism = direction

Photo-tropism directed towards light!

?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Brosen_windrose.svg


Some plants can respond to TOUCH 



…and grow up other plants



MUSIC 



Can you think of any other tropisms?

• Sunflowers follow the sun each day!

 Heliotropism



… and GRAVITY!

Movie: J. Bussell



Today’s experiment

…is all about plant growth and gravity

Plants need to detect gravity to be able to send 
shoots up and roots down. 



We will grow seedlings and compare…

1. Plants that grow normally and can detect gravity

2.   Mutant plants that do not detect gravity very well



Today and Next Week

Today:
Prepare the experiment:
Sow seeds of both plant types 

Next Week:
1. Record how they 

respond to gravity
(We WILL NOT be throwing plants up 
in the air to make sure they land again!)

2. Understand why the 
mutant doesn’t grow 
properly





Experiment WEEK 1

3. spread the seed as shown

4. wrap tape around the 
plates to seal them closed

1. write your NAME and “control” 
or “mutant” on the bottom of 
the plate 

2. mark the edge that will face 
down when the plates are on 
their side



1. leave the plate over-night in the light
Arabidopsis seeds need water (in the gel) and light to germinate

2. tomorrow morning, make sure there is an 
arrow on the edge that will be down

3. carefully wrap the plates in two layers of foil
(We don’t want any more light on these seeds)

4. incubate them vertically until next week

Experiment WEEK 1





Plants 

In Space

WEEK 2

(Or, how do 
plants know 

which way is up?)

Photo: NASA



A down to earth experiment…

…about plant growth and gravity

Plants need to detect gravity to be able to 
send shoots up and roots down. 



We’ve been growing seedlings to compare…

1. Plants that grow normally and can detect gravity

2.   Mutant plants that do not detect gravity very well



water

Plant Food

Carbon dioxide

sunlight/energy

Oxygen 

carbon dioxide +   water  +   sunlight      sugar  +  oxygen

Feeding the world

150,000,000 kg
of C02 is made into 
sugar by plants 
every minute!

That’s more than
3,750,000,000 
cans of coke!



Plants grow mostly at night using sugar 
stored as starch during the day!



Where is the sugar made?

0.01mm



Last Week and Today

Last Week:
Prepared the experiment:
Sowed control and mutant 
Arabidopsis seeds

Today:
1. Record how they 

respond to gravity
2. Understand why the 

mutant doesn’t grow 
properly





Experiment WEEK 2

How did the plants respond to gravity?

1. Open the plates that were kept in foil and 
compare and record the growth of control
and mutant plants

2. Check the BONUS EXPERIMENT plates that 
were grown in the light and rotated earlier in 
the week. Can you see a difference between 
the control and mutant plants?



Can we explain the differences between the control
and mutant plants?

1. in mature plants
• What differences are there between the 

control and mutant mature plants?

2. in seedlings 
• (Hint: look in the root tips)

Experiment WEEK 2





POST-LAB: Class discussion



POST-LAB: What’s Going ON?

IN LEAVES

– During the day, is made from sugars that 
were made by photosynthesis

– During the night the plant uses to grow

Pictures: J. Bussell



Aside: Can plants “talk”?



But what does this have to do with 
gravity?!!?

IN ROOTS
– The only place that 

starch is found in roots 
is in the very tip!

– There the 
makes heavy little 
“balls” which are in fact 
sensors that the plant 
needs to detect gravity

– (STATOLITHS)

Picture: Wildwater et al., Cell 123:1337-49 (2005)



A Plant Root Tip

Starch in root tips is required for plants to detect gravity!
Pictures: Leitz et al, Plant Cell 21:843-60 (2005)



NO starch = poor gravity detection
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Disclaimer

The content and information located in this presentation and the associated 
materials is provided for non-profit informational and instructional purposes. 
We have undertaken reasonable measures to ensure appropriate crediting of 
images. However, in the course of developing the materials, the images were 
obtained from a variety of unrecorded online sources and they may remain 
uncredited. If you own rights to any of the images, and do not wish them to 
appear here, please let us know.


